
Phenomenological approaches to sound analysis



Phenomenology:

• General idea: taking our subjective perception of the 
world (sound, vision, movement, etc.) as point of 
departure

• Roots in philosophy at the end of the 19th century, and 
continued in various directions of psychology and 
neurophysiology in the 20th and 21st centuries

• Main question: how can we have relatively stable mental 
images of the world when everything is in a constant flux, 
i.e. always changing?

• And: Perception is guided by intentionality, i.e. we see/
hear/feel selectively according to our background



Phenomenology in music:
• Edmund Husserl was much interested in music 

perception, and his writings on time are focused on music
• Pierre Schaeffer the great phenomenologist in music in 

the 20th century
• Background for Schaeffer's theories: the challenges of 

non-european music, the avantgarde, and new technology
• Aim: a universal theory founded on subjective 

impressions of sound
• Focus on sonic objects



Sonic objects:
• Sonic object = Fragment or chunk of musical sound, 

typically in the 0,5 to 5 seconds range
• Perceived as a meaningful entity
• Perceived holistically
• Seems to fit into short-term memory
• Typically how we identify style
• Hypothesis: The most significant level in music
• Theories of sonic objects emerged from work in 

electroacoustic music, but can be equally well applied to 
all kinds of music

• Practical need to work with loops on the phonographs in 
the 1940s and 1950s



Electroacoustic music:
• Electroacoustic music = General term for music that’s 

reproduced by loudspeakers and with variable degrees of 
pre-recorded elements

• Musique concrète = Music based on recorded fragments of 
sound from our environment, but also including various 
music instrument and electronic sounds, all variously 
treated and edited together in a montage

• Synthesis = Various means for creating sound
• Sound processing = Various means for transforming sound, 

also referred to as DSP (digital signal processing)



Challenges of electroacoustic music:
• Electroacoustic music: Could also be called ‘sonic art’, 

related to various other art forms such as soundscapes, 
installations, radiophonic art, or hip hop 

• Point of departure = not only music with new sounds, but 
also music from other cultures

• Traditional western music theory does not say much about 
this new music, hence the challenge to develop a new and 
more universal conceptual apparatus



Schaeffer basics:
• Point of departure = taking subjective impressions 

seriously: ‘What do you hear now?’
• Acousmatic = Not seeing the sound-source
• Correlating subjective impressions with the acoustic 

substrates
• Focus on fragments rather than longer passages or whole 

works
• Fragment focus initially pragmatic ("sillon fermé"), later 

theoretical.
• "Écoute réduite": "Focused listening" (Joel Chadabe) on 

sonic features, disregarding source and everyday 
meaning. Listen to these sounds:  



Typo-morphology:

• Feature dimensions based on subjective judgments
• Evolution within sonic objects as motion trajectories
• Features as dimensions, hence sounds as 

multidimensional objects
• Typology = parsing sound into sonic objects
• Morphology = qualifying the internal features of the sonic 

objects
• Example: Describe the similarity between these two 

sounds. What are the similarities and differences?
• What features do we compare (tamtam-piano)?



The point: Multidimensionality, as in the typo-morphology:



Excitatory gestures, related to Schaeffer's "facture" categories: 
"Facture gestuelle"

• Ballistic ("facture ponctuelle"/"impulsion")

• Sustained ("facture continue")

• Iterated ("facture itérative”)

• Schaeffer also suggested these categories may apply 
across different timbres and instruments, here, drum roll, 
basson, electroacoustic (also note rather different 
spectrograms and very different waveforms):



Note that the sources may be different, yet the more basic 
ecological schema may be similar, as in the case for iterative 
sounds:!



Modifying gestures, related to Schaeffer's morphological 
criteria (for sustained sound):

• Sustained (with "grain")

• Selection (placement of filter, change of "mass")

• Modulation ("allure", "gait")

Suggestion: Excitatory, selective, and modulatory gestures, as 
well as various tracing gestures of the sonorous object's 
evolution, are not in conflict with Schaeffer's typo-
morphological thinking.



Écoute réduite:

• Does turning away from source also mean eradicating the 
body from music perception?

• "Pure sound" or something else in addition?
• Were metaphors and schemata from "non-sonic" domains 

inevitable for Schaeffer?
• There are clearly cross-modal elements in Schaeffer's 

conceptual apparatus, e.g. geometry and motion
• Notions of "event", involving both discontinuity of effort 

and images of motion trajectories



Intentionality:

• Schaeffer: Infinite number of features in sounds, need for 
selective focus 

• Sonic object = intentional focus
• Intentionality = an active attitude
• Intentional listening = actively tracing the sounds we 

hear/imagine
• Conclusion: In spite the demands of "écoute réduite" to 

disregard source and various significations, mental 
gestural tracing of sonic objects remains



Temporality and sonic objects in Schaeffer's theory:

• Schaeffer's discussion of temporal warping 
(anamorphosis): Fragments perceived holistically 

• Most (all) features in the typo-morphology are time-
dependent, i.e. trajectories of value changes

• Context vs. contexture: Zooming outwards and inwards
• Schaeffer's "articulation-appui" ("attack-sustain"): 

Universal parsing criteria of energy-discontinuity
• Gestural-sonorous objects after "articulation-appui" 

parsing (Solfège 3, 19-22):





What can we learn from Schaeffer’s theory: 

• Focus on fragments of musical sound, i.e. on sonic 
objects; that’s where we find very significant features

• Taking subjective impressions as point of departure
• Top-down subjective feature "questionnaire" approach
• Sonic objects as multidimensional entities
• Distinguishing as many features of musical sound as 

possible
• Western music theory limited in focus, very many features 

of musical sound not mentioned at all
• Western music theory mostly limited to notated music; 

very much music is not notated



Other similar sound fragment-oriented projects: 

• The Acousmographe software, a continuation of 
Schaeffer's approach

• SOb: http://www.soundobject.org/
• SID: Sonic Interaction Design
• UST: Unités Sémiotiques Temporelles
• Extension of Schaeffers theories
• Shapes, like these: 



UST
Les unités sémiotiques temporelles

• Chute (fall)
• Trajectoire inexorable (inexorable trajetory)
• Contracté-étendu (contracted-extended)
• Elan (dash)
• Etirement (stretching)
• En flottant (floating)
• Sans direction par divergence d'information (without direction by

divergence of information
• Lourdeur (heaviness)
• Freinage (breaking)
• Obsessionnel (obsessed)
• Qui avance (which advances)
• Qui tourne (which turns)
• Qui veut démarrer (which will start)
• Sans direction par excès d'information (without direction by excess of

information)
• Suspension – interrogation (suspension - interrogation)
• En suspension (suspended)
• Par vagues (by waves)
• Stationnaire (stationary)
• Sur l'erre (wandering)



UST in practice: 

• Chunking: Cutting music into pieces and putting labels on 
the pieces

• Apply this to various kinds of music and see whether 
there is a consensus:





Conclusion - Musical objects research in practice: 

• Focus on fragments of musical sound
• Multidimensional feature differentiation
• Analysis by synthesis explorations, i.e. making 

incrementally different variants and evaluate what are 
significant features and values




